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Wednesday 23th October 2013 
Registration 
 
Welcome and introduction,  
Dominik Siegrist, President of CIPRA,  

Katharina Konradin, Moderator of the  
event, Mountain Wilderness 
 
Aims of the first meeting of the alpine dialogue: 

- Get an overview on alpine transition processes in the alpine 
countries,  

- Share and exchange our points of view 
- Deliver impulse and content to the participants work, to national 

processes, to the alpine convention 
- Develop new projects 

 
Input presentation  “Energy transition, political strategies 
and conflicts in Europe” Hanspeter Guggenbühl 
Questions and discussion   
 
PPT on the webpage  
http://www.cipra.org/en/climate-projects/alpine-
dialogue/workshop-lucerne   
 
 
 
 
Input presentation “The changing role of hydropower and energy storage” Anthony 
Patt  
Questions and discussion    
 
 
PPT on the webpage http://www.cipra.org/en/climate-projects/alpine-
dialogue/workshop-lucerne  
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Poster exhibition on the situation in alpine countries (synthesis and pdfs of national posters made by the 
national CIPRAs are also to find on the page http://www.cipra.org/en/climate-projects/alpine-dialogue ) 
 

Germany  
 

http://www.cipra.org/en/climate-projects/alpine-dialogue


 

Italy  
 
 



 

 
Slovenia 
 
Austria

 
 
 



 

France

 
 
 
 
 



 

Switzerland 
 
Liechtenstein 

 
 
 



 

Workshop in small groups - first round 
 
Workshop 1: How far the Alps regions have to / can provide renewable energy for the whole 

Europe? (Moderation Peter Houzer) 
   Beginning  remarks:  
Energy transition is a summary of trends towards a more sustainable and greener 
Energy Supply System. It is caused by the fact that DE and CH are stepping down from 
their nuclear electricity production, which needs alternative energy supplies. Earlier 
decided background is the 2020 targets for RES, CO2 and energy efficiency (EE). A 
fixed reality is the Internal Electricity Market of the EU and the Alps region, whereby CH 
is seeking a integration into this market as far it is necessary. The EU envisages a full 
integration, including a high RES target for CH 
(30% of gross energy consumption) on top. The 
Swiss CO2 law and the draft text of the revised 
energy law (EnG2015) implementing most parts of 
EU legislation in these respects. The EU and CH 
have outlined their 2050 strategies, both discussing 
specific targets (RES, CO2, EE) for 2030. 
 
A)Introduction to the different potential 
(BFE/ETH):  

- Technical (Hydro, Wind, Heat, PV)  
- Economical (without subsidies) 
- Environmental (with in sustainability/legal 

obligations) 
- Social (local acceptance/affordability) 

 
 

Introduction to the spiral dynamics model (Graves, Beck, Cowan) 
- purpur/violet:  Gemeindewerke, local/municipality supply companies 

(Stromversorger) 
- rot/red:  Strombarone, regional distribution 

companies (energy supply monopolies) 
- blau/blue: Grosskraftwerke, big utilities securing 

power supply (Überlandwerke, EVU) 
- orange: Stromhandel, power trading  
- grün/green: Grünstromanbieter, green energy 

provider (certificates, Herkunftsnachweise, GOO) 
- gelb/yellow:  intelligente Energiedienstleister, 

smart energy service provider (ESCOs) 
 

 
B)Discussions 
The discussion started already in the welcome tour de 
table about expectations in general and what “one” should 
do or arguing, why the person itself not doing better 
(position of quilt, blue): 
 
One round of brainstorming with cards (red = “have to” 
and green = “can”) 

- transport, spatial planning and landscape issues 
- wood as local sustainable resource 
- new cross-alp energy transit lines 
- water issues: efficiency and nature protection 



 

 
 
C) (re-) formulating for the most important results  
 
Results Input to the Energy platform alpine convention 
(next two days), bright green stickers  

- Spatial planning 
- Transport: less trucks, more public transport and car 

pooling 
- No big energy plants (Hydro power overexploited) 
- Improvement of efficiency of buildings, plants, 

grids… 
 
Input to regional and national processes, yellow stickers 

- Spatial planning 
- Transport: less trucks, more public transport and car 

pooling 
- Horizons 2020 and 2050, differences 
- Wood as local resource for heating (70 kms distance 

max) 
 
Arguments, pink stickers 

- Smart Spatial planning 
- Insolation of building 
- Economical base for living in the Alps 

 
       
  
 

 
Workshop 2: Conflicts between protection of the nature/landscape, renewable energy production 
and other usages- Focus on one energy resource (water, wind, solar, biomass…) - Focus on 
protected areas/production areas (Moderation Christian Lüthi)  
Main statements of the discussion: see fotos below. 
 

 



 

 
Workshop 3: How alpine regions can benefit from energy transition– learning from good and bad 
experience (Moderation Claire Simon) 
Main statements of the discussion: see fotos below. 

 
 
Exchange about the results of the workshops, discussion  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Thursday 24th October 2013 
Introduction to the second day 
Workshop in small groups at thematic tables - second round 
 
Workshop 4. From efficiency to sufficiency? Living better with less resource? (Moderation Claire 
Simon) 
Mr Guggenbühl introduced the issue of sufficiency with his 3 legged stool, including renewable energies, energy efficiency 
and sufficiency. 
The discussion on sufficiency is not already in the 18th century with Malthus’ essay on the principle of population. Several 
publications in the 50s and 60s (Harrisson Brown, Rachel Carson). “Limits of growth” in 1972 from Meadows, Randers, 
Barens. 
In past few years the limits of growth combined with the so called rebound effect have been discussed in relation to the 
peak oil and impact of climate change, as well as further mega-trends affecting the Alps: Tensions on energy market, 
Economic globalization, increase of info society and knowledge economy, socio-demographical changes, increase of 
mobility of goods and persons. 
Facing these challenges seems very difficult if we stick to mainstream policy concepts focusing on growth and efficiency. 
Need for a change of paradigm? Can the concept of sufficiency allow this? How? 
Brought down to the sector of energy and the evolution of our energy system, the Alpstar project suggests the following 3 
questions (cf. Guideline): 

- How can we change life styles and consumption patterns? 
- How can we save energy and use energy more efficiently? 
- How can we produce energy more responsibly? 

Based on this background info, I invite you to share with the other participants the questions/ideas you came in mind with 
when you signed in for this WS. A question? A topic to be debated? Discussion documented on cards, see fotos below. 

 



 

Workshop 5. Success factors and challenges of strategies for energy autonomy (input Alpstar 
Guideline). (Moderation and input Carole Piton, second input from Jean-Loup Berthez) 
 
Input: The Alpstar guideline provides easy readable inputs for decision makers or stakeholders involved or wanting to be 
involved in “territorial energy strategies”. The guideline proposes methodological elements and gives the main barriers and 
success factors. At the end of the guideline some examples of initiatives or projects are presented, and stakeholders 
involved in those projects give some advice in interviews. 
Presentation http://www.cipra.org/en/climate-projects/alpine-dialogue/workshop-lucerne    
Alpstar guideline pdf (FR, IT, DE, EN): http://alpstar-project.eu/downloads-resources/  
Input 2: Jean Loup Berthez and French “TEPOS” “Positive energy regions” 
 
Discussion with participants regarding their own experience with energy initiatives from local authorities  
Main ideas:  
Success factors 

- Begin with “opportunities” instead of “problems” 
- Have a broad approach: energy + electricity, sustainability 
- Show and support pilot projects, leaders 
- Bring motivated decision makers to “not convinced” ones 
- Focus on concept of good quality of life (both for people and for decision makers) 
- Implicate most stakeholders: inhabitants, companies… 

Recommendations:  
- Improve awareness at all levels: political, sectors… 
- Subsidies should be connected to sustainability, not to energy production 
- Start with consumption before starting with production of new energies 
- Combination of Bottom-up (initiatives) + top-down (support) 

(remarks also to see on the picture above) 
 
 
Workshop 6. Media work and political lobbying about energy transition. (Input and moderation 
Barbara Wülser ) 

INPUTS:  
a) (picture on the left) model of the three political dimensions politiy 
(system), politics (arena) and policy (field). To be successful in 
political communication and lobbying, we have to take into account all 
three dimensions.  

b) comparing media systems: we were discussing 
the different conditions for political communication in 
the Alpine countries because of the different media 
systems. They are more or less connected to the 
political systems (parallelism).  
c) (picture on the right) The model of the policy cycle 
(“field”, see above) helps us to find out in which 
phase of the political process we are – which can be 
different in the Alpine countries – and to examine our 
access to the political system. We checked this for CIPRA, Umweltdachverband and Mountain Wilderness Schweiz. 
RESULTS FOR CIPRA: The methodology of the development of content and messages with other stakeholders 
corresponds to the tradition of CIPRA International as moderator, facilitator and consolidator of energies. With its 

http://www.cipra.org/en/climate-projects/alpine-dialogue
http://alpstar-project.eu/downloads-resources/


 

publications and events, the organization reaches very different  
actors, from municipalities across educational institutions to political decision makers. According to the model of the policy 
Cycles of Blum and Schubert ( 2011), it is therefore particularly stron in the “problem definition” phase. In the phase of policy 
formulation, however, the organization has little national direct effect, since neither CIPRA International, nor national 
representations are involved in national political bodies. Both have dedicated until now little resources for political lobbying. 
In the phase of implementation, CIPRA International provides support for governments and decision-makers in the 
framework of its projects, especially with guidelines on 
specific topics such as energy- efficient construction and 
renovation or climate neutrality. At the international level, the 
CIPRA as an official observer organization of the Alpine 
Convention, has an access to its bodies and can bring inputs 
into almost all phases of the political process. 
 

   legislation process for energy issues on EU-level 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
evolution and milestones of legal framework on EU-level 

 
 

  



 

Exchange about the results of the workshops, discussion  
 
General statements: 
The energy transition will happen, either we are passive or we actively contribute to modeling it. Local 
solutions vs. regional, international solutions (pros and contras), cf. A. Patt 
 
First priority must be to reduce consumption and change lifestyles, then efficiency, then production of 
renewable energies and storage possibilities. Sufficiency: increasing consumption efficiency: with as little 
goods as possible, as much life quality as possible 
 
An ambitious scenario for the Alps should be defined, with reduction priorities and goals (like negawatt) 
 
How can the Alps contribute?  
Can the Alps play storage role in new hydro power development?  
The Alps have already made their contribution on to the energy transition. The Alps are not the battery of 
Europe. 
Landscape is not renewable  
Contribution of Alps to energy transition could be to reduce consumption: there is a big potential of savings 
in the Alps. 
New power plants and subsidies for renewable energy are accepted only if very limited impact and if 
energy reduction in parallel. Clear criteria should be used. 
Alps can export best practices experience. 
Measures for helping poor population to save energy should be supported. 
Raising energy awareness in the Alps. 
 
Which governance process? 
Population/NGOs must become key players in the process (today the key players are mainly political 
decision makers and energy firms) 
 
The regions should be not enter in competition for producing or saving energy but should cooperate --> A 
supra regional planning and remuneration? 
 
Transparency and observation. Access to information. 
 
Process should include stakeholders from all interests groups, from all sectors, from all territorial levels. 
 
Change economy for fairer and ecological energy transition 
Growth society versus sufficiency? 
 
A “steering tax” should be developed (“Lenkungsabgabe” cf. HP Guggenbühl (something like the alpine 
crossing exchange))  - in order to include costs of the negative effects of energy transition 
 
Reduce subsidies for energy production, even renewables – subsidies usually support acts not things that 
are NOT done (e.g. energy that is NOT consumed)  
 
Less subsidies, more market conform instruments. 
 
Economical transparency and reviewed subsidies are necessary. 
 
Products and follow up activities, expectations:  
What are the next steps? What has to be done? Who? 
 
Position paper/Input paper with good arguments for the work of national CIPRAs, member organisations, 
participants to the alpine dialogue  CIPRA International has written a position paper with input from le 
Alpine dialogue and will send it to all participants  for a feedback 
 
Activities to push alpine population to take part in debate and raise awareness (info material, events, 
workshops, excursions…)  all 



 

 
Networking, exchange between engaged persons, connection between different levels and sectors  
Alpine convention? CIPRA? Intermediate body? 
 
Database of good practice examples for special planning and economic remuneration of “non-use”, 
including of legal instruments / framework, benchmarking  CIPRA Network, national cipras, local 
institutions 
 
Policy monitoring, what is on the agenda?  CIPRA Int + AC 
 
Communicate “positively” about sufficiency  all dealing with communication, NGOs 
Calculate your footprint: all 
Be an example:  all, cipra 
 
Give input to the Energy Platform of the Alpine Convention (an “energy strategy?”)  CIPRA International 
and other participants to the platform. 

 
 

  



 

Outlook on the next steps of the Alpine dialogue an personal reflexions

 
 

 
 
CIPRA International and CIPRA Switzerland thank all participants for their active contribution 
to the first alpine dialogue event and invite them and anybody interested to contact us for any 
question of comment. 
 
Posters, presentations and pictures of the Alpine Dialogue are online on 
http://www.cipra.org/en/climate-projects/alpine-dialogue/workshop-lucerne  
 
 
To be informed of the next steps of the Alpine dialogue on energy transition, please contact 
carole.piton@cipra.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Alpine dialogue on 23-24.10.2013 in Luzern has been organized in the framework of the projects 
climalp and Alpstar, with the financial support of: 
  

Fondation Assistence Internationale 
Karl Mayer Stiftung 
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